
Welcome to EAGLET_V1.3 
 
 
In this README, you can find the answer to just about any analysis-related question that you 
can imagine. If you would rather get immediate help:  
 

• download ‘eaglet_v1.3.tar.gz’ 
•           then, unzip it by typing: gunzip eaglet-v1.3.tar.gz  
•         then unpack it by typing: tar -xvf eaglet-v1.3.tar 
•                                then type: cd EAGLET 
•                             followed by: make linux or (make mac, whichever is appropriate) 
•                         and then type: ./eaglet.pl 

 
to see the most commonly used program options and along with their defaults. For graphical 
examples, see http://www.mathmed.org/wclstewart/SOFT/EAGLET/tutor-v1.2.pdf, and to run 
the ‘gold’ standard type: ./eaglet.pl --test -p x.ped -d x.dat -m x.map --rldt 0.1--seed 62070 
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1.0 INSTALLATION 
================ 
 
EAGLET uses a combination of Perl scripts and C programs that can (in principle) be run on 
any system with a perl interpreter and gcc. We are actively working on a Windows compatible 
version of EAGLET, but distributions for Macs and Linux boxes are available for download and 
have been thoroughly tested.  
 
After downloading EAGLET from the web: 
 
http://www.mathmed.org/wclstewart/SOFT/EAGLET/eaglet.html/eaglet-v1.3.tar.gz 
 
you can install it by typing: 
 

 gunzip eaglet-v1.3.tar.gz  
 tar -xvf eaglet-v1.3.tar 
 cd EAGLET 
 make linux or (make mac, whichever is appropriate) 

 
Make sure that the first line of eaglet.pl is pointing to the correct Perl directory on your system. 
To determine the location of Perl, type: 
 
       which perl 
 
If your path happens to be different from /usr/bin/perl, then you will need to edit the first line of 
eaglet.pl accordingly. Finally, ensure that eaglet.pl is executable by typing 
 
       chmod u+x eaglet.pl 
 
You should now be able to run EAGLET!  Try typing: 
 
       ./eaglet.pl 
 
You should see a greeting message, a list of references, some program options, and the default 
values for selected parameters.  
 
Note that EAGLET has been tested extensively and successfully on Ubuntu 8.04 Linux and Mac OS X 10.5.4. Furthermore (at your 
own risk), you can force EAGLET to use a previously installed version of MERLIN by removing Utils/x from lines 138, 143, 247, 252, 
289, 294, 302, and 307 in eaglet.pl. 
 
 
2.0 INTRODUCTION 
================ 
 
EAGLET (Efficient Analysis of Genetic Linkage: Estimation and Testing) is a genetic analysis 
software package that provides a number of improved statistics to  
 
     detect  : linkage 



   localize  : disease genes 
generate  : informative subsamples 

  estimate  : pairwise LD (linkage disequilibrium) 
   perform  : meta-analyses, and much more… 

 
In addition, EAGLET can utilize either parametric or nonparametric linkage statistics; and when 
used in conjunction with Haplodrop (which is also distributed with EAGLET), genome-wide  
p-values can be accurately estimated. 
 
 
3.0 What exactly does EAGLET do? 
============================= 
 
Below, you will find a comprehensive list of analysis options that can be entered at the 
command-line (e.g.--test). These options are what EAGLET users need to know in order to run 
their analyses, and to make the most of what EAGLET has to offer.  
 
(3.1) Testing: --test 
 
        The average LOD-score curve (ALOD) is based on multiple subsamples of 
        dense SNP data.  LOD score curves are calculated across multiple subsamples 
        of SNPs, where each subsample is chosen so as to minimize linkage disequilibrium  
        (LD) while simultaneously maximizing the information for linkage). Then, the linkage  
        results from each of the highly-informative subsamples are combined over a  
        common grid to form the ALOD.  We also report the AMAX (average maxLOD),  
        which Stewart et al. (2011) showed to be more powerful than the ALOD.  
 
        Both statistics have excellent power, due to the fact that they each use all of the  
        available dense SNP data. Furthermore, the program haplodrop.pl (found in the   
        EAGLET/Aux/Haplodrop/ subdirectory), can be used to estimate accurate p-values  
        (Stewart et al., 2012) that account for LD, thus the type I error of both tests is controlled. 
 
(3.2) Estimation: --estimate 
 
        The Monte-Carlo estimate of trait location is based on k subsamples of the original  
        dense SNP data and is denoted MCE-k. Here, the large sample statistical properties 
        of the estimator assume that absence of LD within a subsample, so sparsely spaced 
        subsamples (e.g. no more than 2 SNPs/cM) are highly recommended when using this  
        feature. 
 
        The MCE-k estimator of trait location is the average over k maximum likelihood  
        estimates (MLEs) of trait location, where each MLE in the average is obtained from 
        the analysis of a random subsample.  Under mild conditions, the MCE-k estimator is  
        consistent for the true location of the disease gene, and it has smaller mean squared  
        error (MSE) than existing estimators of trait location (Stewart et al. 2010).   
 
        In addition, a 95% confidence interval (CI) based on the nonparametric bootstrap  
        procedure is also computed. Here, the --nboots option can be used to specify the desired  
        number of bootstrap resamples. For comparison, the estimator based on a single random  
        subsample (MCE-1) is also provided along with its corresponding 95% CI, as well as the             
        maximum ALOD estimator (MAE) (see 3.1 for a review of the ALOD). 



 
 
(3.3) LD Information: --ldinfo 
 
        EAGLET uses the genotypes at pairs of SNPs together with the EM  
        (expectation-maximization) algorithm to compute haplotype frequencies, and commonly 
        used measures of LD (e.g. D’ and r2) for all adjacent pairs. Furthermore, if accurate 
        p-values for multipoint linkage tests are of interest, and if one uses the --posld option, 
        then the output of --ldinfo can be used (with slight modification) as input to haplodrop.pl 
        to generate replicates under the null hypothesis of no linkage in the presence of LD. 
 
(3.4) Subsampling: --subsample 
 
        This option generates a collection of subsamples (i.e. pedfiles, datfiles, and mapfiles 
        in MERLIN format) that can then be used with your linkage program of choice (e.g. Markov  
        chain Monte Carlo based methods (i.e. MORGAN), Bayesian methods (i.e. KELVIN), etc.).    
        Furthermore, the linkage results from each subsample can then be combined using the  
        --custom option (see 3.6 below). 
 
(3.5) Meta-analysis: --meta 
 
        EAGLET users can exploit this option to combine LODs from independent studies that use  
        different SNP panels. This option assumes that all input LODs have the same starting and      
        ending position. Typically, these two anchor positions will demarcate a region of the  
        genome that is spanned by all of the input LODs. Once combined, the resulting function  
        provides a single, more informative assessment of the evidence for linkage. The maximum  
        meta-analysis estimate (MME) is also reported.  
 
(3.6) Custom analysis: --custom  
 
         Use this option to combine LOD scores obtained from the analysis of subsamples that  
         used a custom multipoint linkage software program (as opposed to using MERLIN, which  
         presently is the default) (see 3.4).     
 
 
4.0 Input Files 
============ 
 
EAGLET requires three input files: (1) a pedigree file; (2) a dat file; and, (3) a map file for  
most features (see 2.0).  The input files must be stored in their respective directories (Peds/, 
Dats/, Maps/) under the main EAGLET directory, and their names must be specified at the 
command-line.  Two important exceptions are the meta-analysis option (--meta), which requires 
LOD-score curves as input; and the --model option which requires a named trait model file in 
addition to the pedigree, dat, and map files mentioned above, and which must be used in 
conjunction with the --para option for parametric analyses. The LOD score curves must be 
stored in the Lods/ directory, and the trait model file must be stored in the Mods/ subdirectory.  
 
The input files are described in detail below: 
 
(1) Pedigree File: -p [pedigree file] 
 



A pedigree file describes the biological relationships between all individuals, as well as their 
phenotypes and genotypes. The pedigree file should be an [N x M] matrix of integers!!!  
EAGLET will NOT accept character strings or floating point numbers in the pedigree file at this 
time. The first five columns should contain the following variables: family id, subject id, father's 
id, mother's id, and sex. 
 
These five columns should be followed by the phenotype information and then the SNP 
genotypes.  The sixth column contains the phenotypes (1=unaffected, 2=affected, 0=missing).  
The remaining columns contain the SNP genotypes, where each marker genotype is 
represented by a pair columns, one column for each allele in the genotype. 
 
         EXAMPLE : (2 families, 2 affecteds, 1 SNP) 
 
         1 1 0 0 1 1 1 2 
         1 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 
         1 3 1 2 1 2 1 1 
         1 4 1 2 2 1 1 2 
         2 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 
         2 2 0 0 2 1 1 2 
         2 3 1 2 2 2 1 2 
 
(2) Dat File: -d [datfile] 
 
A dat file details the contents of the phenotype and genotype columns in the pedigree file. There 
should be one row to represent the disease locus, one to represent each SNP, and a row to 
mark the end of the file.  The first column contains an indicator variable (A=disease, M=marker, 
E=end).  The second column contains a corresponding label. 
 
         EXAMPLE : (1 disease, 2 SNPs, & eof) 
 
         A  disease 
         M  SNP1 
         M  SNP2 
         E  End-of-File 
 
 
(3) Map File: -m [mapfile] 
 
A map file contains information on the positions of the SNPs.  This file should contain a header 
and one row per marker.  The first column contains the chromosome number, the second 
column contains the SNP name, and the third column contains the position of the SNP. 
 
         EXAMPLE : (header & 2 SNPs) 
 
         CHR MARKER POS 
         1 SNP1 0 
         1 SNP2 0.50252 
 
(4) Lod Files: 
 



If you would like to use the meta-analysis option, you must supply two or more individual LOD 
score curves as input.  Each curve should be stored in a separate file containing two columns of 
equal length.  The first column represents the positions where the LOD function is evaluated, 
and the second column represents the corresponding LOD scores.  
 
           EXAMPLE : (1 LOD file) 
 
           2.010  0.73 
         16.583  3.77 
         17.086  3.86 
         23.618  4.71 
         25.126  4.42 
         26.131  4.53 
         27.639  4.04 
 
 
5.0 Program Options 
================= 
 
(1) Program Defaults : --nsubs [30], --nboots [100], --seed [6201970] 
 
         --nsubs: The number of subsamples of markers to be selected from the original marker  
                       data, to be used in computing the ALOD, MAE, and MCE-k. The default is 30. 
 
        --nboots: The number of bootstrap resamples of the original pedigree data to be used to  
                       construct 95% bootstrap CIs for the MCE-k and single sublsample (MCE-1) 
                       estimate of trait location.  If the --estimate option is used, then the default  
                       for --nboots is 100. 
 
          --seed: This controls the random component of SNP selection. The default is 6201970. 
 
(2) LD Options : --rldt [], --dldt [], --ldmeasure [ rsq | dprime ] 
 
             --rldt: The pairwise LD threshold used in selection of SNPs, as measured by r2. 
 
             --dldt: The pairwise LD threshold used in selection of SNPs, as measured by D’. This  
                       option is not yet implemented in EAGLET. 
 
  --ldmeasure: If using the --ldinfo analysis option, you must choose the measure to be used in  
                       estimating pairwise LD (either r2 or D’) by typing 'rsq' or 'dprime' after the  
                       --ldmeasure command. 
 
Note that all LD commands (and any command that invokes subsampling) are ONLY compatible with SNPs. 
 
 
6.0 Output 
========= 
 
Results from EAGLET are output to the screen and to specific files within the EAGLET/Results/ 
directory.  The subdirectories of Results/ correspond to the various analysis options, and are 
described in detail below. 



 
Test/ 
 
        The Test/ directory contains the common grid, ALOD scores, MAE, and 
        the individual constituent LODs.  The LOD scores from the ALOD curve are 
        written out to the 'alod' file, and the corresponding positions are written 
        to the 'cgrid' file'.  The MAE is written to the 'mae' file.  If you wish to 
        see the individual LOD score curves that constitute the ALOD, you can find them 
        in the EAGLET/Results/Test/Unaligned-Lods/ directory, where there is one file 
        per subsample. 
 
Estimate/ 
 
        The Estimate/ directory contains the MCE and the individuals LODs for each 
        subsampled set of markers.  The MCE is written to the 'mce' file.  If 
        you wish to see the individual LOD score curves on which the MCE is based, 
        you can find them in the EAGLET/Results/Estimate/Unaligned-Lods/ directory, 
        where there is one file per subsample.  The LOD score curve based on a single, 
        random subsample of markers is written to the 'lelod-r' file in the 
        Unaligned-Lods/ directory as well. 
 
LDinfo/ 
 
        The LDinfo/ directory contains the pairwise LD estimates for all distinct 
        pairs of markers.  The LD estimates are written to the 'pairwise' file. 
 
Subsample/ 
 
        The Subsample/ directory contains new pedigree files, data files, and 
        map files, that correspond to each subsampled set of markers. 
 
Meta/ 
 
        The Meta/ directory contains the common grid, combined LOD scores, and 
        MME from the meta-analysis.  The combined LOD scores are written out to 
        the 'meta' file, and the corresponding positions are written to the 'cgrid' 
        file.  The MME is written to the 'mme' file. 
 
Custom/ 
 
        The Custom/ directory contains the ALOD computed from a custom set of 
        LOD score curves given in Lods/.  It also contains a file with the 
        corresponding estimate of trait location, the common grid (upon which 
        all constituent LODs have been placed), and the interpolated LODs 
        corresponding to the common grid. 
 
 
7.0 References & Remarks 
====================== 
 



Several publications explain the mathematical and statistical methods implemented in EAGLET.  
If you use EAGLET, please cite the appropriate paper: 
 
For Subsamples Applied to Custom Linkage Software: 
  Rodriguez-Murillo L., Subaran R., Stewart W. C. L., Marathe S., Pramanik S., Barst R. J.,     
  Chung W. K., and Greenberg D. A. (2010) Novel loci interacting epistatically with Bone  
  Morphogenetic Protein Receptor 2 cause familial pulmonary arterial hypertension. Journal of  
  Heart and Lung Transplantation 29(2): 174-180. 
 
For Trait Location Estimation or Construction of Confidence Intervals: 
  Stewart W. C. L., Peljto A. L., Greenberg D. A. (2010) Multiple Subsampling of Dense SNP  
  Data Localizes Disease Genes with Increased Precision. Human Heredity 69(3):152-159. 
 
For Linkage Detection: 
  Stewart W. C. L., Drill N. E., and Greenberg D. A. (2011) Using Multiple Subsamples of Dense  
  SNP Linkage Data to Increase Power. Genetic Epidemiology 19: 1090-1094. 
 
For Estimating Multipoint P-values: 
  Stewart W. C. L. and Subaran R. L. (2012) Using Multiple Subsamples of Dense  
  SNP Linkage Data to Increase Power. Human Heredity 74(1):12-6. 
 

(see http://www.mathmed.org/wclstewart/PAPERS/papers.html for more details) 
 
Finally, (below) is a list of added functionality in EAGLET_V1.3: 
 
        - the random generator bug that influenced long runs of the bootstrap over independent  
          families has been fixed. 
        - the confusing --het option has been removed. 
        - AMAX is now computed in the perl function alod() 
        - gold standards based on the example command-line in Makefile, are now in Utils/gold.std 
        - comphet() and ldsubsample() have been updated to accept unobs'd snps (i.e. snps for  
          which all genotypes are 0 0). 
        - data processing files: xtract.pl, reorder.pl, and relabel.pl have been added to  

  EAGLET/Aux/Dataproc/ to help format EAGLET input files. 
        - parametric (lods & hlods) are now supported for both testing and estimation 
        - since the --test option duplicates some of the work of the --subsample option, the avg  
          number of snps per subsample as calculated by --test, overwrites the implicit calculation         
          stored in Results/Subsample/sumstats.out 
        - Haplodrop is now available through the Eaglet/Aux/ subdirectory. 
        - all make files have been expanded to compile both C and C++ programs 
        - a static library has been introduced so that both xldinfo and xldsubsample use a common   
          program in ldlib.c. 
        - a --posld option has been added to ldinfo, so that if one wants to use haplodrop.pl to  

  simulate realistic patterns of LD, the LD estimates are computed for the 'coupled' alleles.  
  If one or both coupled alleles involve a '2' allele, then the lable(s) are "switched" to a '1'.     
  Note that the in simulation, the '1' alleles at each SNP will ALWAYS be coupled, and    
  some of these '1' alleles will have actually been labeled '2' in the real data. However,    
  despite the allele labeling issue, their frequencies will be the same. Also, haplodrop.pl can   
  resample haplotypes from a reference data set (e.g. HapMap). 

        - ldinfo now outputs the allele frequency along with the LD measure. 
        - corrected the bug in computing negative D' values 



        - unordered genotypes are allowed (i.e. 1/2 vs. 2/1) 
        - the current Makefile aborts whenever ldinfo, ldsubsample, merlin, or any combination of  
          these three programs does not compile. 
        - the executables in Utils/ are no longer case sensitive for portability across platforms. 
        - the --nskip feature is now fully functioning 
        - the aggressive shopping procedure for subsample selection is in effect 
======================================================================== 
 
 
As always, your continued support of EAGLET is much appreciated!! Please communicate any 
bug reports, comments, and/or other remarks to: 
 

William.Stewart@nationwidechildrens.org 
 


